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The Multidimensional Traveler is an inspiring journey that awakens readers to worlds beyond
physical limitations. In addition to illuminating the existence of vast multidimensional realities, it
provides specific examples of adventures through time, space, and the universes. Freed of
limitation, you are initiated into the lost knowledge of multidimensional travel.It gradually expands
readers' consciousness so that they, too, may begin the awesome journey of discovering what lies
beyond their physical body. Through discipline and practice, each and every one of us can regain
the ability to travel wherever--and whenever--we wish!The Multidimensional Traveler will give you
the exciting freedom to:Discover your own multidimensional abilities and use them to their greatest
potential.Connect with the force of togetherness to attain the true knowledge of the universe.Embark
on your own multidimensional ventures, with the assistance of end-of-chapter instructional
guides.The Multidimensional Traveler serves as a ticket to the world of limitless possibilities,
reminding readers throughout the entire journey that their mind--like their soul--is indestructible,
incomprehensible, and incalculable.
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I purchased this book after I heard the author being interviewed. Since my reading of William
Buhlman's books, I have wanted to have lucid out of body experiences. This book promised to help
me with this. After reading just a short amount of this book, I have made some progress, but am not
there yet, and am still reading it. I am quite sure that this is the book to get me where I desire to go.

What it does that I have not found other books to do, is it teaches how important it is and how to
raise your vibration. Older books, like Buhlman's make no mention of this. I suggest this is vitally
necessary.I now realize this is a good book for my aged mother who is now reaching the point
where she has out of body experiences every time she has a health failure. I will recommend this
book for her to read, because I feel if she doesn't have some kind of experience mastering out of
body/energetic experiences, she could end up in an undesirable place when she passes. The
church has kept this knowledge from us. But they certainly do know about this. Shame on 'em.I
thing that I have done for a few years is I talk to the trees, etc., but mainly the trees, near the back of
my garden. I tell them that some day, I don't know when, things will be better for them, there will be
no pollution and they will have a much healthier life. I promise them that, I send them love. And I tell
them other things, but mostly I send them love. I don't do that often enough, but I will increase my
conversations with them because of this book. That being said, I want to tell you a story about 'my'
trees.I am aware we need the sun for health reasons. But my back yard is in the south and behind
my back yard is the forest where my tries are. They mostly block the sun.
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